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Appendix 

 

Strategies in Detail: Attraction 
 

1.1 Drive Sector and cluster advancement for Advanced Manufacturing. 

By focusing on the industry sector that shows the most potential to succeed in Greater Reno-Sparks, the 

region will realize more new jobs.  The synergy created by having a cluster increases the need for 

suppliers for that industry and helps that industry attract talent and align educational programs needed to 

meet their workforce needs.  

 

1.2 Continue to support GOED’s efforts to attract foreign investment, especially on-shoring. 

 EDAWN will occasionally participate in GOED’s international trade missions to promote Greater Reno-

Sparks as an ideal location for foreign companies’ manufacturing and distribution facilities and as an 

optimal region for domestic companies looking to return manufacturing or distribution to the U.S. to save 

on overseas shipping.  Additionally, EDAWN will work with other partners to connect with opportunities 

that facilitate the connection with foreign companies looking to expand or do business in the Reno-

Sparks region. 

 

1.3 Advocate / support a viable EB5 program to attract global workforce / companies.   

EDAWN will work with NNDA and the Las Vegas EB-5 program to ensure that foreign companies or 

individuals that want to take advantage of the program have connections in the state that will help them 

invest in our region. 

 

1.4 Effectively market the region and its pertinent sectors. 

 Through face-to-face sales, online, advertising and public relations ensure that the Greater Reno-Sparks’ 

business assets, brands and benefits are consistently communicated.  EDAWN has drafted a marketing 

plan that includes visits with site selectors, prospects in target industries and companies that may want to 

expand their presence in the West.  The focus will continue to be on distribution and manufacturing to 

take advantage of the manufacturing flight from California, the on-shoring increase and the central 

location of Reno in the 11 western states and one day proximity to 50 million people.  

 

1.5 Provide easily accessible, customizable regional economic development information, including regional 

assets. 

As both an in-market resource and as a sales tool to out-of-market companies and site selectors, detailed, 

current, accurate information will be developed and available online. 

 

1.6 Attract high-growth companies and HQs. 

Target industry sectors offer high-growth (jobs and community investment) potential; through sales 

efforts, EDAWN will vet the prospects that offer high growth potential. High growth companies may be 

in a location that is not friendly to growth yet the company may be reluctant to relocate.  A strategy of 

“Grow in Reno” will target the high growth companies that have a near term need to expand.  The long- 

term goal is to get the expansion in the Reno-Sparks area so that the company can over time experience 

the favorable business and tax climate so that they then consider a migration of their company from their 

other location to our region.  Headquarters are of particular value as they tend to bring high wage jobs 

and invest substantially in their local communities. 

 

1.7 Maintain outbound and in-bound visits with prospective companies. 

 Attending / participating in industry tradeshows is another way to reach many companies in a given 

industry at one location. It is also an opportunity to convey Greater Reno’s advantages as a place to do 

business. Also valuable is bringing prospective companies to the region. Typically, a visit to Greater 

Reno-Sparks quickly dispels misperceptions about the region and demonstrates that there are successful 

companies already in their industry thriving here and a business community that will welcome and 

support them. 
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1.8 Continue to develop / strengthen relationships with key site selectors, national and local real estate 

executives. 

 Given site selectors’ influence on companies looking to expand or relocate, ensuring they have a positive 

and accurate understanding of the region is critical. This will be accomplished most effectively through 

strong relationships, in- and out-bound visits and providing current data about the region’s workforce, 

real estate, incentives, taxes, etc. 

 

1.9 Strengthen and target marketing materials and website for sales efforts for key industry sectors. 

 Provide current, accurate data relevant to each industry in an easy-to-access and customizable format 

online. 

 

1.10 Highlight strategic location for distribution to 11 Western states and proximity to Bay Area. 

 Greater Reno-Sparks’ geographic advantages and easy access to the Western U.S. are not widely 

understood.  Increasing awareness of this competitive advantage will effectively convince more 

companies that need access to the Western U.S. and U.S. ports to consider locating in the region. 

 

1.11 Attract employers to downtown. 

 Vital to the region’s image as a place to live and work is a vibrant downtown with people living, working 

and playing in the region’s center. Where appropriate, EDAWN will encourage companies to consider 

locating / relocating downtown to enhance the live / work potential of this core. 

 

1.12 Engage the broader community in marketing activities and promoting the region. 

 In all aspects of EDAWN’s sales efforts, including stakeholders and partners will continue to be a key 

strategy. For example, allowing higher education partners to speak directly to the workforce concerns of 

a company considering relocating or expanding to the region will serve to both eliminate misperceptions 

and concerns and raise higher education’s awareness of employers’ needs. This collaboration can be done 

with virtually all economic development partners. Research has shown that the more stakeholders ‘at the 

table,’ the more a prospective company feels that the region is willing to do what it takes to ensure their 

success. 

 

Strategies in Detail: Retention & Expansion 
 

2.1 Lead and manage sector industry groups. 

 Creating industry groups has served to demonstrate to companies outside of the region that Greater Reno-

Sparks has considerable industry presence by sector. These groups also coalesce the region’s industries 

so that they can better share resources and collaborate on problem resolution. During industry focus 

groups, it was clearly conveyed that each industry sector in the region would like to be better connected 

to other companies, vendors and workforce/education resources in their sectors. 

 

2.2 Continue to increase interactions and visits to strengthen relationships with local, primary companies. 

Critical to keeping companies in the region is having strong relationships with those companies’ key 

decision makers and demonstrating that when challenges or problems arise, the region’s economic 

development community is willing and able to help resolve those issues. Stronger relationships will also 

allow us to help companies tap in to resources to encourage expansion and job growth. This strategy is 

also a defensive measure against other regions ‘recruiting’ Greater Reno-Sparks’ primary companies to 

leave for another market. 

 

2.3 Formally transition, then assist newly relocated primary companies to maximize potential future 

expansion. 

Similar to strategy 2.2, EDAWN will maintain long-term relationships with newly relocated companies 

to ensure that expansions can and do happen with as little resistance as possible.  New companies will be 

given an initial, no cost membership, in EDAWN to facilitate their connection to the organization.  
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2.4 Increase company-to-company interactions to foster mutually beneficial relationships. 

 Through EDAWN’s relationships with and knowledge of local, primary companies and their needs, make 

introductions and allow for interactions between companies doing business in the region.  This is 

designed to help local businesses grow by doing more business with other companies in the region. 

 

2.5 Identify and assist primary companies in GR-S that may be planning an expansion or that meet high 

growth criteria.   

The majority of growth in a region comes from the existing industry so an aggressive outreach effort to 

identify and facilitate this growth will result in additional jobs in the region. 

 

2.6 Identify primary companies’ issues and provide resources and resolutions. 

 These issues will be identified through strategies 2.4 and 2.5 as well as through ‘exit interviews’ with 

companies that do choose to leave the region.  It is important to keep the existing industry happy so 

identifying and resolving their issues is important to the retention of these employers.  

 

2.6 Develop company database of product / service capabilities of local companies. 

 In collaboration with NNDA, create an online database that will demonstrate the resources, vendors and 

partners available to the regions’ companies—effectively ensuring companies in the region go to local 

partners first for development, prototypes, manufacturing, services, etc. 

 

2.7 Advocate for and represent primary companies in the region at the state level and with education 

stakeholders.   

It is important to work on behalf of the existing companies in support of or in opposition to legislation 

that either helps or hurts their ability to succeed in the state.  Additionally, EDAWN must facilitate local 

industry’s connection to the education system so that employee needs are understood and training is 

available to support the near and long term employee needs so that the companies can  succeed in the 

region. 

 

Strategies in Detail: Entrepreneurial Growth 
 

3.1 Continue to support the entrepreneurial continuum providing support throughout growth cycles. 

Identify current and needed resources to support entrepreneurs through all phases of growth from start up 

to expansion.  This strategy is closely tied to strategies 1.2 and 1.3. 

 

3.2 Communicate – highlight Reno’s strengths as a place for entrepreneurs with a life.  Maximize positive 

media on the region’s start-up activity with a special emphasis on engaging social media to promote the 

strengths and activities in the region.  See national earned media through the co-op marketing effort and 

connect with national organizations like Kauffman and Next Cities to help them tell our story. 

 

3.3 Catalyze – engage entrepreneurs to lead program and community initiatives.  Start or support new 

initiatives that engage and support the entrepreneurial ecosystem.  When EDAWN starts an activity and 

finds that it is successful then the entrepreneurial team will find a partner or other member of the 

ecosystem to sustain the effort thus freeing up resources to start other initiatives. 

 

3.4 Connect – facilitate the connection between organizations, entrepreneurs and resources (funding, 

mentorship, customers).  Continuous engagement throughout the ecosystem will enable EDAWN to 

serve as the entrepreneurial connector in the region.  However, not all activity need or should go through 

EDAWN.  Enhancing connectivity throughout the ecosystem is the primary goal, including connections 

outside of the region in areas like the Bay Area, Carson City and Las Vegas.  

 

3.5 Showcase – highlight our startups and entrepreneurs as well as higher education’s and enterprises’ 

innovations and successes to bring visibility, encouragement and community support; identifying the 

many entrepreneurial successes in the region is the first step in showcasing the region.  Getting local 

support and recognition of the entrepreneurial activity will help to drive the national media recognition 

and promotion that is planned under 3.2; Communicate. 
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3.6 Enhance local venture, angel and other sources of capital; facilitate connections to entrepreneurs. 

 Through centralizing resources and more effectively identifying the entrepreneurial efforts in the region, 

EDAWN will provide quality opportunity information to angel, venture and other sources of capital. This 

will serve to demonstrate that there are investment opportunities in the region with positive potential for 

return. 

 

3.7 Foster development and growth of start-ups in the region.  

Through the several programs and activities EDAWN will encourage entrepreneurial activity.  By 

growing the ecosystem that supports entrepreneurs and encouraging more entrepreneurial discussion and 

support in the education system EDAWN will work to make start-ups and entrepreneurs an accepted and 

respected component of our economy. 

 

3.8 Strengthen the connection between Reno and Bay Area entrepreneurs, venture firms and start-ups to 

establish Greater Reno-Sparks as an extension of the entrepreneur eco-system.  

Though regular trips to the Bay Area and Incline Village, EDAWN will promote the deals and encourage 

external engagement and investment in the entrepreneurs and the ecosystem in the Reno-Spark Region. 

 

3.9  Attract entrepreneurs to the region.  

Greater Reno-Sparks offers a particularly unique appeal to entrepreneurs who want to be an entrepreneur 

and still “have a life:” The unique blend of entrepreneurial and start-up activity, an affordable and family 

friendly community, incredible outdoor recreational opportunities, a developing mid-town and downtown 

that is increasingly appealing to the creative class in close proximity to the Bay Ares is the message to be 

used to attract more entrepreneurs to the region.   

 

3.10 Facilitate municipal collaboration for entrepreneurs and existing businesses.   

As with all of the EDAWN programs our close relationship with local and state government has enable 

us to help businesses deal with the   

 

  

Strategies in Detail: Education & Workforce 
 
4.1  Identify near- and long-term workforce needs of primary companies.   

Work with companies and workforce development partners to determine the workforce needs for the 

region, near and long term.   

 

4.2 Promote to primary companies in the region, the current workforce / skills resources available (e.g., 

TMCC’s graduate readiness metric).   

Providing this workforce information to existing, local companies will help them find the workforce they 

need and assure them that the workforce they need will be available in the long term. 

 

4.3 Facilitate development of training programs for existing workforce to meet primary employers’ needs. 

 Work with the education system  (K-20) to ensure that they understand the current and future employee 

skills needed.  This is to enable the education system to enhance or develop programs and help the 

students in their programs develop the skills they need to qualify for the quality jobs that are coming to 

the community. 

 

4.4 Advocate for funding for workforce training.  Given the current and future workforce needs and the level 

of education funding at every level, EDAWN will work with our community partners to support 

additional funding to meet our workforce education/training needs.  Additionally, EDAWN will work 

with our partners to address the substantial funding needs for our K-12 infrastructure in the region, due in 

large part to the significant property tax reductions during the recession and the slow recovery due to the 

3% property tax cap on increases.   
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4.5 Facilitate connections between existing primary employers and higher education to support employers’ 

workforce needs. 

 EDAWN will work with our education partners (K-20) to ensure that the needs of the primary employers, 

especially when it comes to education and training are provided.  Additionally, to facilitate these 

connections, EDAWN will promote the intern programs and provide opportunities for employers and 

education officials to connect. 

 

4.6 Increase industry and company involvement in higher education through internship programs (including 

WCSD signature academies). 

Companies doing business in the region must have a better understanding of the quality of graduates 

coming out of the region’s higher education institutions. One way of doing this is increasing the number 

of interns working at local companies. This will also provide a low-risk track for companies to find and 

hire quality full time employees from the region’s higher education institutions. 

 

4.7 Increase industry and company involvement in K-12 through encouraging partnerships with WCSD 

schools (Education Alliance Program) 

This will serve to both dispel negative misperceptions companies have about K – 12 as well as help 

WCSD secure the resources, support and advocates it needs. 

 

4.8 Augment and support workforce training to support employers’ needs.   

EDAWN will work with our partners to facilitate the alignment of workforce training with the needs of 

the current and incoming employers. 

 

4.9 Develop and implement a workforce attraction program.  EDAWN, in concert with our partners, will 

work to attract the talent to the region that is needed by our current and future employers.  This may 

include active marketing of the region’s workforce opportunities to communities outside of the region. 

 

4.10 Attract Creative Class workforce / talent to facilitate growth and appeal of Greater Reno-Sparks as a 

place for a high skill / technology employers.  In addition to the attraction of talent efforts by the 

entrepreneurial development program, EDAWN will marketing the growing mid-town and downtown 

revitalization, through marketing materials and earned media, to promote the region to attract the creative 

class and millennials. 

 

4.11 Connect employers with available, skilled workforce.  Working with the workforce training agencies and 

other partners, EDAWN will facilitate the connection of employers with the employees.  The external 

marketing of workforce opportunities will support this effort and will likely include the establishment of 

a website that provides a portal to support this connection. 

 

Strategies in Detail: Community Development  
 
5.1 Continue to improve the image of the region as a place to start and do business. 

While great progress was made over the past several years, EDAWN will continue to work to improve 

the image of the region as a place to live and do business.  This includes a unified, consistent out-of-

market marketing effort by local government, tourism and the business community promoting the 

favorable business climate and quality of life in the region.   

 

5.2 Lead the region’s efforts to plan for and accommodate growth (Economic Planning Indicators 

Committee).   

Work with regional partners to develop conduct a study to identify the likely impacts of the coming 

growth so that regional partners can plan for and resolve the issues before the impact of the growth 

adversely affect the region.  Conduct an update of the report in 18 to 24 months after its release. 

 

5.3 Plan for the region’s long term industrial land needs.   

Work with regional partners to ensure that there is adequate industrial land in the region to support the 

long term growth of manufacturing  sector. 
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5.4 Continue to enhance Reno’s downtown and attract entrepreneurs, businesses, locals and the Creative 

Class. 

A vibrant, safe and business friendly downtown is the key to the attraction of millennials, entrepreneurs 

and the technology companies that seek this environment for future growth.  A live, work and play 

environment is increasingly important to companies considering an expansion or relocation and the 

revitalization of our downtown is the key to our economic development success in the future.  EDAWN 

will work with our many community partners to continue the progress made over the past three years.  

 

5.5 Facilitate integration of the University of Nevada in to Reno’s downtown. 

 The expansion of the University into the downtown over the next several years will complement the 

other revitalization efforts and accelerate the reinvention of Reno.  The vibrancy associated with a 

“College Town” that comes with University engagement in the community is vital to the atmosphere 

needed to attract and retain talent and quality companies.  EDAWN will work with the University and the 

community partners to support this community to University engagement. 

 

 

5.6 Create a downtown gathering place for entrepreneurs. 

A vibrant, safe and business friendly downtown is the key to the attraction of millennials, entrepreneurs 

and the technology companies that seek this environment for future growth.  Additionally, entrepreneurs 

seek culturally friendly places to connect and network.  EDAWN will work with our many community 

partners to develop multiple places in the downtown (Reno and Sparks) that attract and support this type 

of entrepreneurial networking.  

 

 

5.7 Foster a welcoming environment in the region for the Creative Class.   

 (Same as 5.4 and 5.6) 

 

 

5.8 Continue to work with partners to improve air service. 

 Air service is an important consideration for companies, especially headquarters that are looking to 

expand or relocate to the region. Working with the Airport Authority and the Regional Air Service Task 

Force, EDAWN will support their efforts to retain or add additional air service. 

 

 

5.9 Improve the region’s fiber connectivity. 

 The creative class, millennials, entrepreneurs and technology companies are all dependent on high-speed 

connectivity.  EDAWN will work to improve all aspects of connectivity in the region, especially fiber.   

 


